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1 Introduction

This assignment introduces the definition of skew-symmetric matrix, Pfaffian of a skew-symmetric
matrix, perfect matching in graph, and planar graph. Then the application of Pfaffian in finding the
number of perfect matchings in a planar graph will be briefly explained.

2 Definitions

2.1 Skew-symmetric matrix

A skew-symmetric (or anti-symmetric or anti-metric) matrix is a square matrix whose transpose equals
its negative. That is:

(A)T = −A

If aij denotes the entry in the i− th row and j − th column, then the skew-symmetric condition is
equivalent to:

aji = −aij

2.2 Planar Graph

A planar graph is a graph that can be embedded in the plane, i.e., it can be drawn on the plane in
such a way that its edges intersect only at their endpoints. In other words, it can be drawn in such a
way that no edges cross each other. Such a drawing is called a plane graph.

2.3 Perfect Matching

A matching or independent edge set in an undirected graph is a set of edges without common vertices.
A perfect matching is a matching that matches all vertices of the graph. See figure 3: the edges
highlighted red forms a perfect matching because they connects all the vertices and they are not
adjacent to each other.
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Figure 1: A plane graph, and also a planar graph, which is isomorphic to Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A planar graph, but not a plane graph.

Figure 3: A perfect matching

2.4 Pfa�an

For any even-dimensional complex 2r×2r anti-symmetric matrix A, we define the pfa�an of A, denoted
by pf A, by:

pfA ⌘ 1

2nr!

X

p2S2r

(�1)pAi1i2Ai3i4 ...Ai2r�1i2r

where p is the permutation of 1 2r. If we interchange two numbers by even times, then (�1)p will
be positive, or it will be negative. Ai1i2Ai3i4 ...Ai2r�1i2r

are matrix components.
There are 2! ways to order all the indices together. If we order the factors in each term and the

indices of each factor lexigraphically, we obtain 2nn! instances of each term.

3 Theorems

3.1 Theorem 1

If A is an even-dimensional complex invertible 2n×2n anti-symmetric matrix, then there exists an
invertible 2n × 2n matrix P such that:

A = PT JP

where the 2n × 2n matrix J written in 2 × 2 block form is given by:

J ⌘ diag{
✓

0 1
�1 0

◆
,

✓
0 1
�1 0

◆
, ...,

✓
0 1
�1 0

◆
}

There are n’s

✓
0 1
�1 0

◆
in J .

This theorem can be intuitively understood because the components of the anti-symmetric matrix
are opposite to each other with respect to the diagonal, and the diagonal is zero.
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2.4 Pfaffian

For any even-dimensional complex 2r×2r anti-symmetric matrix A, we define the pfaffian of A, denoted
by pf A, by:

pfA ≡ 1

2nr!

∑

p∈S2r

(−1)pAi1i2Ai3i4 ...Ai2r−1i2r

where p is the permutation of 1 2r. If we interchange two numbers by even times, then (−1)p will
be positive, or it will be negative. Ai1i2Ai3i4 ...Ai2r−1i2r are matrix components.

There are 2! ways to order all the indices together. If we order the factors in each term and the
indices of each factor lexigraphically, we obtain 2nn! instances of each term.

3 Theorems

3.1 Theorem 1

If A is an even-dimensional complex invertible 2n×2n anti-symmetric matrix, then there exists an
invertible 2n × 2n matrix P such that:

A = PTJP

where the 2n × 2n matrix J written in 2 × 2 block form is given by:

J ≡ diag{
(

0 1
−1 0

)
,

(
0 1
−1 0

)
, ...,

(
0 1
−1 0

)
}

There are n’s

(
0 1
−1 0

)
in J .

This theorem can be intuitively understood because the components of the anti-symmetric matrix
are opposite to each other with respect to the diagonal, and the diagonal is zero.
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3.2 Theorem 2

If A is a complex antisymmetric matrix, then

detA = [pfA]2

4 Pfaffian and Perfect Matching

4.1 Use Pfaffian to Reflect Perfect Matching

We wish to develop a formula for the generating function of perfect matchings in a graph. By the
definition of Pfaffian: pfA ≡ 1

2nr!

∑
p∈S2r

(−1)pAi1i2Ai3i4 ...Ai2r−1i2r is the set of vertices in a graph G
and the weights of the edges Aikil are the weights of the edges connecting vertices ik and il (with Aikil

= 0 for non-edges) then it is clear that the non-zero terms of the Pfaffian enumerate all the perfect
matchings in G (ignoring signs).

Since by Theorem 2, we have detA = [pfA]2, what is left to do, then, is to find a suitable matrix
constructed from our graph G whose determinant is the squared Pfaffian of G.

4.2 Adjacency Matrices and the Tutte Matrix

For a graph G(V,E), we number the vertices and define an adjacency matrix:

Aij =

{
1 if vivj ∈ E
0 otherwise

Since each entry is equal to its conjugate, however, the adjacency matrix is symmetric, not skew.
The skew counterpart to the adjacency matrix is the directed adjacency matrix. We assign an orien-
tation to the edges of G and define the directed adjacency matrix:

Dij =





1 if vivj ∈ E
-1 if vjvi ∈ E
0 otherwise

Finally, to enumerate all the perfect matchings we assign indeterminates to the weights of the
edges, producing the Tutte matrix:

Tij =





Aij if vivj ∈ E
−Aij if vjvi ∈ E

0 otherwise

Thus, the positive square root of det(T )is the Pfaffian of G, which enumerates all of its perfect
matchings.
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